COMPARTMENT FISH CASES
CA12 - CA18 - CA34
Features
Case model CA12

Case model CA34 - CA18

Made of high density polyethylene

Made of polypropylene (PP)

(HDPE)

CA12

Stackable, with drainage and closed
bottom

Stackable, equipped with closed bottom,
folding side panels and label with Data
Matrix code - Barcode EAN128

Operating temperature: the boxes are
suitable for use at temperatures between
-10 and +50 degrees centigrade

Operating temperature: the boxes are
suitable for use at temperatures between
-10 and +50 degrees centigrade

Blue in colour, they are dedicated to the fishing industry

CA18

Suitable for transporting fish produce in
bulk with ice

Suitable for transporting packaged fish
produce

Specifically designed for food, are easily washable and do not undergo tare movements
Hygienic packaging guaranteed by washing after each use

CA34
Advantages
 Optimal transport packaging that guarantees
freshness and quality of goods throughout the
production chain, particularly for fish produce,
from the producer to large-scale distribution.

 Optimum protection during transport
guaranteed by stability and rounded
internal corners
 Significant reduction of damage to goods
during transport and storage

 Reusable packaging system
 Completely recyclable in every part, CPR
System crates eliminate any packaging
waste which would impact the environment

Dimensions and specifications*
DIMENSIONS
Length x Width x Height in mm

TYPE
AND MODELS

WEIGHT

VOLUME

Tare(g)

Internal
Volume
in Lt

Maximum
weight that can
be contained
in kg

No. of Crates

Stack height
External Size

Internal usable space
external

LOGISTICS

Composition
loading units

Weight per
LU in kg **

Total load
weight in kg
***

CA12

600x400x125

Upper: 490x370x105
Lower: 460x340x105

Stacked: 55
Overlapping: 110

1.450 ± 1%

15

10

4 rowsx38=152

236

7.801

CA18

600x400x182

570x367x174

Stacked: 171
Useable internal: 163

1.720 ± 3%

38,4

20

4 rowsx30x2=240

463

15.279

CA34

400x300x182

370x270x175

Stacked: 171
Useable internal: 163

1.000 ± 3%

17,5

15

8 rowsx30x2=480

530

17.490

64xx
34xx

CARRYING CAPACITY

Note: (*) +/- tolerance possible (**) LU= loading units - including 2 pallets under crates weighing 25 kg (***) for weights of 33 LU

Internal dimensions and instructions of use for foldable sided crates:
370

270
370

490

CA12

175
570

367
340

Unstack

CA34

105
460

Raise long sides

Raise short sides

CA18

Hook long and short sides

175

Close short sides

Close long sides

stack

Values are indicative - CPR reserves the right to change the above information without notice.
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